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ABSTRACT

This study exammes the Nazi concentration camp at Dachau just after its
liberation by American forces on April 29, 1945. Of key importance are the decisions
made and actions undertaken by the Americans, the reasoning behind them, and the
physical, emotional, and psychological effects that they had on the former prisoners.
The source material for this research falls into three categories: documents and
figures published by the Dachau Memorial Site and Archive, including the minutes of the
International Prisoners' Committee; memoirs and testimonial accounts from liberating
soldiers, the American administrators, and the former prisoners themselves; and relevant
secondary literature concerning the liberation and subsequent administration of the camp.
The primary goals of the post-liberation administration of Dachau were the
rehabilitation and repatriation of the inmates and the containment of a typhus epidemic.
Inmate perceptions of the American presence grew less optimistic during the crucial first
few days, as the careful and methodical procedures of the Americans stood in marked
contrast to the emotional day of liberation. Also, the Americans could not avoid certain
continuities with the camp's past, such as its physical appearance, a high death rate, and
seeming similarities with the SS administration.
Secondary debates are addressed, such as the questions of which Army unit
actually liberated the camp and of the functionality of Dachau's gas chamber, and
possibilities for further study are suggested.

V

PREFACE

The very name Dachau has strong and often negative associations both in English
and in German. Between 1890 and 19 14, it derived modest fame from the "New Dachau
School'' of painting, which immortalized the "bleak beauty'' of the marshes and forests
surrounding the town of Dachau, situated twelve miles northwest of Munich. 1 The First
World War effectively ended this era, as the painters who had flocked to Dachau now
rushed to the front lines. The Second World War and Hitler's government would bring
the region a new, more lasting, notoriety.
Dachau is now known primarily as the site of National Socialism's first
concentration camp, which was also, incidentally, the first of the major camps to be
liberated by American soldiers on 29 April 1945.2 In the first days of May 1945, the
camp became a prime destination for politicians of the Western Allies as well as the
international media. These visits recorded for posterity the inhumanity of the camp
system, and photographic evidence of Nazi atrocities appeared in newspapers, magazines,
and newsreels in England, France, America, and occupied Germany. Since then, Dachau
has become synonymous with the Nazi concentration camp system, and interest in the
history of the camp has grown.
Each year, over one million people visit the Memorial Site now standing on the
camp grounds. Beginning in 1985, the Memorial Museum sponsored publication of
Dachauer Hefte, a scholarly journal focusing on the camp at Dachau, the concentration
camp system, and Germany's National Socialist past. Interest in survivor testimonies has
1

Paul Berben, Dachau 1933-1945: The Official History (London: Comite International de
Dachau, 1980), 1.
2
Although Americans occupied Buchenwald and oversaw the rehabilitation of its prisoners on
April 11, 1945, the prisoners had actually already liberated themselves.
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risen in the last decades, and recollections and memoirs of the liberating soldiers have
been published or reprinted in the last few years.

2001 saw the arrival of Harold

Marcuse's authoritative analysis of Dachau, its history, and its presence in the German
consciousness since 1933.
Despite the apparent interest in the history of the camp, surprisingly little
attention has been paid to the post-liberation American administration. If mentioned at
all, this period generally receives discussion only in passing. Much of this has to do with
the fact that the liberation was such an emotional event for all involved. The prisoners
had indeed been freed from their SS oppressors; however, the effects of that oppression
did not dissolve with liberation, and the story of the camp and its inmates does not end
there. The expectations of better conditions and an imminent return home that came with
the arrival of the American Army actually fueled some resentment among the former
prisoners as they remained in the camp, still surrounded by death and disease, and again
waited for their eventual return home.
The description of disappointing or unfavorable conditions should not, however,
be read in any way as a condemnation of the Americans. Rather, my intention is to
present them for what they were: the sometimes unexpected, usually unavoidable
aftereffects of the previous twelve years.

Clearly, the decisions of the American

administrators were made with the safety and welfare of the inmates as the primary aim.
Existing conditions, the necessity of protocol and procedure, and the average inmate's
inability to understand these caused the problems which are the focus of this study.
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CHAPTER I
DACHAU AND THE CONCENTRATION CAMP SYSTEM

According to the dogma of National Socialism, Heinrich Himmler's
Schutzstaffel (Protection Unit, abbreviated SS) represented the cultural and racial elite

ofthe new Germany. The sworn defenders ofNational Socialist ideology, this group
served for its nation's leadership a dual purpose. While it would breed, educate, and
train the youth who would rise to become the "new ruling class" of an expanding
Reich, the SS was also responsible for the elimination of any groups or individuals

who (actively or even potentially) opposed Nazi rule. 1 The legal means for executing
this latter purpose came less than one month after Hitler gained the office of
Chancellor.
The impetus behind this was the burning of the Reichstag on the night of
27/28 February 1933. The Nazis alleged that a member or members of the German
Communist Party started the fire, although some historians maintain that the Nazis
actually set the fire themselves with the intent ofla�ng blame on the Communists.2
In any case, the new government pounced on the opportunity to suppress, with the
protection oflaw, its domestic enemies. Hitler's proclamation of28 February 1933,
the Presidential Order for the Protection ofthe People and State, suspended the rights
of free speech and assembly and allowed the government to search homes and

1

Eugen Kogon, The Theory and Practice of Hell: The German Concentration Camps and the
System Behind Them, trans. Heinz Norden (New York: Berkley Books, 1984), 19.
2
Jackson J. Spielvogel, Hitler and Nazi Germany: A History, 3d ed. (Upper Saddle River,
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1996), 70.

1

monitor mail and telephone communications. Essentially, the proclamation placed
the nation under martial law, with Hitler at its head.
From this decree also derived the practice of arresting political opponents and
keeping them in what the Nazis termed Schutzhaft (protective custody). Tens of
thousands of communists and socialists were imprisoned without trial as potential
enemies of the state. This wave of widespread and openly public arrests served to
show the remaining citizens the danger of opposing the new government, and as a
deterrent it worked quite well. 3 However, the mass of arrests also resulted in severe
overcrowding in the state prisons, and a solution needed to be found quickly.4
Himmler assigned this responsibility to his SS.
On Tuesday, March 20, 1933, Himmler, SS Reichsfiihrer as well as Chief of
the Munich police, announced the opening of a concentration camp just outside of
Dachau, a small Bavarian city located twelve miles northwest of Munich. Expanding
around a World War I-era munitions factory that had been abandoned under the
provisions of the Versailles Treaty, the camp would be used to contain political
dissidents, especially members of the Communist and Social Democratic Parties,
who, in the Reichsfiihrer's words, "endanger state security." 5
Even today, neither Dachau nor its population of 35,000 have been able to
escape the connotation that Himmler's camp thus welded to it. Before the Nazi

3

Kogon, 20.
Harold Marcuse, Legacies ofDachau: The Uses and Abuses ofa Concentration Camp,
1933-2001 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 21.
5
Munchner Neuste Nachrichten, 21 Mar. 1933, quoted in Barbara Distel and Ruth Jakusch,
eds., Concentration Camp Dachau 1933-1945, trans. Jennifer Vernon (Brussels: Comite International
de Dachau, 1978), 38.
4

2

period, Dachau had enjoyed modest fame as an artists' colony. When, in the last
decade of the nineteenth century, artists developed a renewed predilection for
depictions of pastoral settings, painters flocked to capture on canvas Dachau's
charming hills, rivers, and moors. 6 Dachau's "golden years" as an artistic focal point
ended in 19 14, when the young painters, newly enlisted in the German Army, set out
for France or Russia on what they expected would be nothing more than yet another
romantic excursion.
Because the connection with Himmler's camp system has superceded the
fame of the artists' colony, there are residents of the town who even today feel it
necessary to register their vehicles in Munich to avoid a Dachau designation on their
license plates. Similarly, some expectant mothers are known to deliver their children
elsewhere so that the name Dachau will not appear on their birth certificates. 7 To this
day, the city of Dachau wrestles, as it has since March 1933, with the relationship it
has with the first of the Nazi concentration camps. This conflict stands as a very
pointed representation of the idea of Vergangenheitsbewiiltigung, usually translated
as "coming to terms with, or mastering, the past."8 Generally applied to Germany as
a nation, the discussion around this idea seeks to place the Nazi period in Germany's
historical context, to deal with that period fully and openly, and to question the
existence of a "collective guilt" among the German public for Nazi crimes, including
the Holocaust. Despite the town's repeated and sometimes highly publicized attempts
to distance itself from the connotation that the former concentration camp carries, the
6

Marcuse, 17-8.
Timothy W. Ryback, "Report From Dachau," The New Yorker, 3 August 1992, 52.
8
Ryback, 48.
7
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very word Dachau still inevitably evokes images of emaciated prisoners, of the
smoke rising from the crematory ovens, of the terrible human consequences of the
National Socialist regime.
Originally designed in 1933 for a capacity of 2,700 prisoners, the camp at
Dachau had expanded by 1938 to a total of 6,000 inmates. 9 The physical expansion
of the camp was undertaken by the first groups of arrestees: predominantly members
of the Communist and Socialist Parties, along with those labeled "habitual criminals."
They constructed the barracks that would soon house prisoners arriving from the
newly annexed territories of Austria and Czechoslovakia. In 1940, transports began
bringing Polish prisoners to Dachau in large numbers, providing the foundation for
what would constitute, throughout the course of the camp's history, the largest
national group. 10
Overcrowding was an ever-present feature of the concentration camp at
Dachau, and the condition became especially severe after 1942 and grew to
catastrophic proportions by 1945. After 1942, the population of the camp exceeded
12,000, and it never fell below this figure until after liberation. I I The reality of the
overcrowding problem was most immediately evident in the barracks, where the
prisoners found their only real opportunity for rest. In each of the four dormitories in
each barrack, two hundred or more prisoners found themselves sharing the multi-

9

Marcuse, 34.
Johannes Neuhaiisler, What Was It Like in the Concentration Camp at Dachau?: An
th
Attempt to Come Closer to the Truth, 28 ed. (Dachau: Trustees for the Monument of Atonement in
the Concentration Camp at Dachau, 1999), 15-6.
11
Neuhausler, 15.
10
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tiered bunks originally designed to accommodate ninety. By lying head to toe, they
were able to fit as many as five men into two and one-half feet of bunk space.12
The extreme closeness of quarters was a contributing factor to the prevalence
of disease in the camp. There were major outbreaks of typhus in January 1943,
November 1944, and March 1945, usually brought into the camp by shipments of
prisoners from the ghettoes and camps of Eastern Europe, although one Dachau
survivor advises that the "possibility that the Nazis had purposely introduced typhus
bacteria in the camp should not be ignored." 13 Diseases of the digestive system were
ubiquitous, particularly diarrhea and enteritis.

Pulmonary infections such as

pneumonia, along with cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever, also appeared.14 The
probability of contracting a disease during incarceration at Dachau was a simple
reality for the prisoners, as "[a]ll men arriving at Dachau, even if of strong
constitution and in good health, were liable to contract one disease or another, owing
to ... lack of food, ill-treatment, exhausting work and bad living conditions."15
Throughout the camp's existence, the food provided to the prisoners "did not
conform to minimum needs, in either quantity or quality." 16 In the mornings, inmates
received half a liter of ersatz coffee or tea, followed at noon by one liter of thin
vegetable soup. The evening meal consisted of about six ounces of a coarse black
bread and less than an ounce of a low-grade sausage. Occasionally, prisoners were
12

Neuhaiisler 15, Paul Berben, Dachau 1933-1945: The Official History (London: Comite
International de Dachau, 1980), 66.
13
Bernard Nissenbaum, "My Deportation Testimony." United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum Archives. RG-02.005*01.
14
Berben, 102.
15
Berben, 102.
16
Berben, 67.
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also allotted a small amount of margarine. 17 This diet provided the prisoners with
roughly 1000 calories daily, until complications of supply stemming from the Allied
advance into Germany resulted in the reduction of daily rations to as little as 500
calories in April 1945. The carbohydrate content of this diet remained between
eighty and ninety percent. In the absence of significant intake of fats and proteins,
the human body will begin to break down the fats and proteins stored in its own
tissues for fuel, resulting in dramatic weight loss and, if not checked, eventual
death. 18 This systematized process of starvation was a hallmark of the concentration
camp system.
The condition of the prisoners already thus degraded and weakened, the SS
added exhaustive labor to the regimen of the camp.

They sought to obtain no

practical results from this work other than the work itself. Camp labor often "took the
form of unnecessary digging of the soil and removing it from place to place, of
transporting stones or of sifting gravel." 19 Prisoners worked like draught animals,
harnessed to wagons or to the plows in the plantation at the north end of the camp.
All work was accompanied by the ever-present brutality of the camp authorities. Not
only the SS guards, but also the prisoner-trustees (Capos) beat and abused the
laborers. The Capos, generally selected from among the criminals or so-designated
"asocials," a group including all manner of undesirable elements, from vagrants to
alcoholics to citizens who had been denounced by neighbors for any number of
17

Marcus J. Smith, Dachau: The Ha"owing ofHell (Albany: State University of New York
Press, 1995), 106.
18
J.P.W. Rivers, "The Nutritional Biology of Famine," in Famine, ed. G.A. Harrison (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1988), 60.
19
Neuhaiisler, 36.
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reasons in the prisoner population. 20 The great majority of Capos abused their
positions of authority for the express purpose of retaining the privileges (including
better rations and little or no expectation of performing actual labor) associated with
the title. If whipping and beating his charges increased their work production, a Capo
stood a better chance of keeping his position. The SS guards, however, removed
from all accountability for labor output, practiced a more sadistically leisurely, almost
playful, brutality on the prisoners. For example, a guard might toss a prisoner's cap
into the neutral zone that ran along the camp walls and order the unlucky victim to
retrieve it. Once the prisoner entered the neutral zone as commanded, the guard, or
one of his cohorts in the watchtowers, was obligated to shoot him as having attempted
to escape. 21
The horrible conditions of the concentration camp - the prevalence of disease,
the severe malnutrition, and the brutality of camp authorities - took a terrible toll on
the prisoners. Over the course of its twelve-year existence as a concentration camp,
Dachau housed over 200,000 inmates. 22 Of these, over 38 ,000 died, including the
6,000 Russian prisoners of war executed during the course of the war at the rifle
range at nearby Hebertshausen. 23
The establishment of the concentration camp at Dachau in 1933 provided the
SS with a functioning model after which its concentration camp system would
develop.

The Nazi leadership identified four major segments of society that it

° Kogon, 29-31.

2

21

Neuhaiisler, 36-7.
Berben, 229.
23
Marcuse, 518, n. 19.
22
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deemed undesirable. These included criminal repeat offenders, political opponents of
the regime, the "inferior races," and the "asocials." These segments could simply be
removed from society and collected in the camps. There it would be possible,
supposedly, for the state to reform or reeducate the political, social, and criminal
offenders, molding them into useful and productive (as well as obedient and
conformist) subjects of the state. This would be done by fostering in detainees an
appreciation for the value of labor, hence the inscription on the gates of several
camps: "Arbeit macht frei'' ("Work makes one free").

Such inscriptions were

commonplace in the camps. The roof of the Jourhaus (administrative building) at
Dachau displayed the motto: "There is one path to freedom. Its milestones are:
Obedience, Diligence, Honesty, Orderliness, Cleanliness, Sobriety, Truthfulness,
Self-Sacrifice, and Love of the Fatherland." Inscriptions· such as these demonstrated
the importance of "reeducation" through hard labor performed in the camps as a
means to establishing the German "master race."24
As the functions of the SS broadened from those of a police and quasi-military
organization, they began to include economic enterprise.

Not only did the

concentration camps collect the Reich's undesirable elements, they also exploited
their labor for the profit of the regime. Camps actually leased prisoners to local
businesses, large and small. The prisoners excepted of course, this arrangement
benefited all involved. The business owners and managers received labor for a
fraction of the cost of a regular worker, and the SS had found a way to increase its
funds while still impressing upon prisoners the value of hard work.
24

Marcuse, 6-7.
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Besides providing for the imprisonment of undesirables and the exploitation
of slave labor, the concentration camp system also served as the training grounds
where the future elite of the German nation would learn to rule over Europe. 25
Especially important to the camp system in this respect were the SS Totenkopf
(Death's Head) Units. During the initial stage of the coming Europe-wide Nazi
dominance, as envisioned by Himmler, the Totenkopf Units would mold fanatical
Nazis who would become experts in brutality.

These would be essential in

subjugating Germany's "racial enemies" and in keeping the German people under
control, as well.
In particular, the SS compound at Dachau, comprising approximately two
thirds of the entire installation, was a major school for the SS leadership. Before
promising members could ascend to the higher ranks within the SS, they had to
complete a special course given at Dachau. 26 Graduates included such names, soon
to grow in infamy, as Eicke, Hoss, Eichmann, and Weiss. Eventually, all camp
commandants would be trained in Dachau. The Nazis were very proud of their
concentration camp system, and they praised its contributions to the new "racial
state."27
One distinction must be made absolutely clear when comparing Dachau to
other concentration camps. Its operation was that of a collection, detention, and labor
camp, not an extermination camp like those later established at Treblinka or
Auschwitz.

Nonetheless, Dachau was a place where death was an everyday

25

Kogon, 20- 1 .
Kogon, 2 1 .
27
Marcuse, 33.
26

9

occurrence and suffering was omnipresent. As April of 1 945 approached, it seemed
to the inmates that the only hope of surviving the camp rested on the advances of the
American army from the northwest. 28 Unsure of what the SS would do with them
when the Americans arrived and liberated the camp, the prisoners could only
speculate on what the near future might hold for them. With the end of the camp
imminent, they hypothesized that Himmler might order an evacuation to an area
further from the front or, more alarmingly, that the guards might simply slaughter
them all with machine guns and flamethrowers before the Americans could reach
them. 29 Until that unknown day on which their liberators would arrive, a day that in
April 1 945 seemed so tantalizingly close, the prisoners of the concentration camp at
Dachau could only wait.
Popular perception and "collective memory'' of the liberation of Nazi
concentration camps holds that the American Army, chasing a retreating Wehrmacht,
happened upon a camp and threw open the gates, perhaps leaving behind some food
and care packages before hurriedly resuming their campaign.

The newly freed

prisoners, overjoyed and relieved beyond imagination, could then begin their journeys
home for the difficult tasks of rebuilding their lives. Though this narrative appears to
be generally consistent with accounts of Russian liberations in the East, it was simply
not the case behind the American lines. Rather, the Americans, driven by the best of
humanitarian intentions, handled the liberation of camps in their theater with a much

28
29

Berben, 184; Smith, 142-3 .
Berben, 1 8 1 -4.
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more complicated administrative approach, the ramifications of which have not yet
been investigated fully by historians.
Despite the excellent humanitarian and medical care that the Americans
provided, in the crucial first weeks of their administration of the camp the problem of
overcrowded living quarters dissipated only slowly, the camp itself remained under
strict quarantine, and for several days an alarming prisoner death rate persisted.
These conditions stood in marked contrast to the elation that the liberators' arrival
had brought on 29 April 1945.

The story of the liberation and subsequent

administration of KZ Dachau highlights some of the inevitable problems the
Americans encountered in their rehabilitation and repatriation of concentration camp
survivors, and it serves as an excellent representation of this poorly illuminated, often
neglected aspect of Holocaust history.
The significance of this story is the revelation of the continuation of the
effects of the National Socialist concentration camp system, which lingered even in
the absence of the SS. It must be acknowledged that the liberation of the camp at
Dachau was not an event that occurred at a single precise moment in time. Rather,
one must recognize and keep firmly in mind that liberation constituted a process,
initiated by the military capture of the camp facility, but also encompassing the
Americans' attempts to overcome conditions created by the SS and extending to the
eventual repatriation of the prisoners by June 1945.
There is one complicating factor which must be mentioned where the
discussion of the source material for this type of study is concerned. It is one that
11

involves the very functioning of human memory and recollection.

When one

analyzes the testimonies of Holocaust survivors, looking for their recollections or
opinions of the days or weeks immediately following liberation, one will generally
find that the testimonies do not address this brief but important period. This problem
has to do with the overwhelming power of the participants' memory of the actual
liberation, in retrospect. The events of the day of liberation were so packed with
emotion that most memoirs, both from former prisoners and from liberators,
understandably use it as a natural endpoint for the recounting of the experience. It
seems that the power that the liberation holds in memory is so great that it entirely
dominates recollection of the later camp experience, with the result that memory of
the six weeks of American post-liberation administration of the camp wanes in
importance.
In fact, the great majority of survivor testimonies end with the day of
liberation, and the few that do mention post-liberation life in the camp give it only
scant attention. Perhaps the best known of the post-liberation memoirs is Primo
Levi's "The Story of Ten Days," in his account Survival in Auschwitz. Although
concerned with the example of life immediately after the SS abandonment of the
camp at Auschwitz, Levi details the immediate problems of starvation, disease, and
horrific physical conditions facing the inmates there, as well as their successes and
setbacks in overcoming these. 30

30

Primo Levi, Survival in Auschwitz: The Nazi Assault on Humanity (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1996), 1 5 1 -73 .
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In spite of their extremely sparse mention in survivor testimonies, we know
that problems arose during the American management of the camp. If it only scarcely
appears in the recollections recorded years after the fact, evidence of these problems
exists more plentifully in the documents produced during and soon after May 1945.
This evidence exists in the minutes, preserved in the Charles Rosenbloom Dachau
Collection at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Archives, of meetings
of the International Prisoners' Committee, the body responsible for the government of
the inmate population after liberation. It exists in the various memoranda distributed
among the inmates, memoranda that addressed the key problems and prescribed
solutions for them, and it exists in more plentiful proportion in the accounts of the
liberators than it does in those of the liberated prisoners.
This phenomenon may be due in part to the fact that, in former prisoners'
recollections, the American liberators are the protagonists opposed to the obvious
antagonists, the SS guards, and therefore receive only heroic acclaim in the memories
of the triumph of "good" over "evil." Or, perhaps, the Americans' surprise at the
emergence and incidence of these unintended and unforeseen problems has caused
them to stand out in their memories, particularly for those in the higher levels of the
administration, where taking note of such problems was a necessary function of the
bureaucracy. Whatever the reason may be, the testimonies of the liberators and
administrators form the bulk of the primary sources available to a study such as this,
with substantiation coming from the survivor accounts, few but adequate in number,
that do deal with this topic.
13

However trivial or unimportant this brief but crucial period may seem in the
process of recollection, there is no denying the importance it held during those six
weeks in 1945 when the former prisoners experienced them. This period is important
because it reveals the transitional nature of the liberation. The cruel reality was that
the elimination of actual Nazi control of the camp was not enough to halt the effects
of that control. Thus, there was unfortunately no clean break with the camp's terrible
past. It would take time for these effects - starvation, disease, and psychological
anguish, to name but a few - to wane and for the former prisoners then to be able to
live once again free from the oppression of the Nazi state.

In truth, liberation

occurred not any particular moment in time, or even on any certain day. Although29
April 1945 is recognized as the day of liberation, true liberation occurred as a process,
unfolding over a long period of time.

14

CHAPTER II
29 APRIL 1945: THE AMERICANS ARRIVE

By the spring of 1945, the German Western Front was collapsing. British and
American forces drove eastward across the war-tom Reich, seeking to link up with
the Soviet Red Anny, which was advancing rapidly toward Berlin. Taking the
Bavarian capital of Munich, the "birthplace of National Socialism," was a secondary
objective of the American advance. The SS staff at Dachau knew this, just as they
knew that their installation's position between Munich and United States Seventh
Anny put them directly in the path of the oncoming advance.
The reality of the deteriorating situation worried the SS authorities. If the
camp were to be captured with its full complement of prisoners, the Americans surely
would seek out those responsible.

Whereas earlier in the life of the regime

responsibility for some of the more atrocious actions taken on behalf of the Nazi state
was a mark of distinction on one's career record, with military defeat almost certain
many leaders wanted to distance themselves from their terrible accomplishments. 3 1
The question now remaining was what to do with the prisoners.
Martin Weiss, who had been camp commandant in 1 94 2-3 and began his
second tenure at Dachau in March 1945, thought it best to surrender the camp and its
prisoners to the Americans. His queries to Himmler on this matter were answered on
15 April. Himmler ordered that the camp be evacuated immediately and that no

31

Berben, 184.
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prisoner should fall into American hands alive.3 2 Because of the Allied bombings of
German railways, evacuation by train was nearly impossible. Similarly, military
convoys congested the roadways and prevented timely evacuation by forced march.
SS authorities considered the mass murder of the entire prisoner population, by air
bombardment, by machine gun, or by poisoning, but feared reprisal for these actions
when the Americans did arrive.33 Also, the continuing influx of evacuees from other
camps further complicated the administration's ability to plan its next step. For the
prisoners, every moment of indecision on the part of their captors, while unnerving to
say the least, meant a few more moments of survival.
During the impending denouement of Dachau, one group took advantage of
the chaos thus created by the Allies' approach and the Nazis' indecisiveness as to
what to do with the prisoners. The International Prisoners' Committee, as it called
itself, set as its primary goal protecting the prisoner population until liberation. The
Committee had been created in September 1944, when reports of the Allied advance
into Germany offered the very real possibility that the Allies would liberate the camp.
Meeting secretly in the camp hospital, Ali Kuci of Albania, one Nazewski of Poland,
Arthur Haulot of Belgium, and Pat O'Leary of Great Britain34 sought and established
contact with leaders of other national groups to prepare for the arrival of a liberating
army. 3
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By the last week of April 1945, the influence of the Committee, although it
remained an underground organization, had grown to the point that, amid the
confusion of the SS administration, it exercised de facto control of the prisoner
population. The key to its functioning lay in its extensive communication network,
which allowed instructions to be disseminated to the prisoners while information
from the SS was gathered.36 By coordinating the national groups (each with its own
hierarchy and leaders), the Committee sabotaged preparations for evacuations, and it
provided as much as possible in the way of food and blankets for evacuees arriving
from eastern camps.37 On the morning of29 April, representatives of the Committee,
their resolve strengthened by the white flags of surrender raised by the SS and flying
from the flagpoles and watchtowers, actually negotiated for and received autonomy
for the prisoners from the SS Oberstunnfuhrer in charge of the garrison that had
replaced the regular guards (Weiss and the camp staff had fled the area during the
previous night). 38
From a purely military perspective, the taking of Dachau was of little real
value. The United States Seventh Army was driving southeast toward Munich from
Wilrzburg and Nilrnberg, with the Forty-Fifth Infantry Division at the spearhead.
Because of its position relative to the camp and to those of other units involved in the
push toward Munich, the Forty-Fifth ("Thunderbird") was chosen by XV Corps
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Headquarters to take the camp. 39 At the same time that Lieutenant Colonel Felix
Sparks' Third battalion of the 1 57th Regiment approached the town of Dachau,
advance elements of the Forty-Second ("Rainbow") Division, which was advancing
on the Forty-Fifth's right flank, moved out of their zone of operations and headed
toward the camp. Led by General Henning Linden, these command units moved to
their Division's left flank in order to locate their 222nd Regiment.
While driving through the town of Dachau, Linden's group encountered two
American newspaper correspondents who asked the soldiers where the concentration
camp was locat�d. This meeting apparently inspired Gen. Linden to head directly for
the camp, calling for the assistance of two companies from the 222nd •40 Gen. Linden's
staff, accompanied by the reporters, skirted the SS compound that made up the larger
part of the Dachau installation and arrived at the prisoner compound's main gate
while Col. Sparks' I Company fought its way through the SS barracks, facing little in
the way of resistance.
The presence of elements of the two Divisions at the liberation has caused
considerable debate as to which unit actually liberated the camp, and this debate,
which continues to this day, represents another example of the importance of memory
· and interpretation. Both the Forty-Second and the Forty-Fifth claim for themselves
\

·--

(and exclusive of each other) the title of "Liberator of Dachau. "41 The claim of the
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Forty-Second ("Rainbow") Division appears to be based on Linden's group's
accepting the surrender of the camp from an SS officer at the gate to the prisoners'
compound. This assertion is strengthened by the later arrival of the Rainbow's 222 nd
Rifle Regiment and its soldiers' recollections of overjoyed inmates wildly celebrating
the arrival of the Americans.42 However, certain anomalies repeatedly appear in these
accounts which, upon closer examination, undermine the validity of the Rainbow
Division's claim.
Most of the reports and testimonies of soldiers of the Forty-Second Division
mention hearing shots being fired from within the prisoners' compound as they
approached the camp. The soldiers typically account for these sounds as having come
from their comrades talcing the camp. 43 The reality of the situation, though, was that I
Company of the Forty-Fifth Division had already arrived in the camp, moving
through the SS compound. Certain elements of the Forty-Fifth had even managed to
climb the wall separating the two compounds and enter the prisoner area. These first
soldiers of the Forty-Fifth to enter the prisoners' compound recall an eerily empty
camp, save for the SS guards who either surrendered or continued to defend the camp
from the American takeover. 44 Therefore, any account maintaining that the first
arrival of American soldiers was accompanied by the instant explosions of overjoyed
prisoners from their barracks does not take into account the fact that American
soldiers had not only cleared the SS compound, but had, in fact, been inside the
42
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prisoner compound for roughly half an hour before Linden and the reporters arrived
at the main gate.
The idea that American liberators walked through the prisoner compound for
any period of time without meeting the frenzy of appreciation and relief that occurred
later seems to warrant some explanation. A major contributor to this matter is the fact
that the prisoners, at the very brink of liberation, justifiably still feared for their lives.
The last days of April 1 945 saw a great explosion in the circulation of information,
reliable or not, among the prisoners concerning their very near future. As the SS had
forbidden newspapers in the camp and confiscated radio receivers from all areas in
which prisoners might have access to them, this information consisted of gross
rumors, derived from fears or from simple wishful thinking, as well as of some
reputable facts. Along with suppositions about the Allied advance and the German
retreat, this information included some possible scenarios, all too plausible, as to what
the SS guards would do with the prisoners.45 Many prisoners knew of the so-called
"Himmler Order," issued on 14 April 1945, which stated in part: "There is absolutely
no question of surrendering. The camp must be evacuated immediately. No prisoner
must fall into the hands of the enemy alive.',46 In addition to this order, given by
Himmler in accordance with Hitler's direct wishes on the matter, the SS drew up at
least two other plans for the wholesale slaughter of Dachau's remaining camp
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population.47 With the knowledge of their tormentors' intentions fairly common
among the prisoners, they could take no chances. They remained in the barracks,
expecting that the SS would kill all of them before the Americans arrived as a last act
of their indoctrination of hatred, as well as to leave no witnesses to their atrocities
alive. As they hid in their barracks, the prisoners could not be sure whether they,
individually or as a whole, would survive to experience the liberation that seemed so
desperately near. 48
Even if they saw the American soldiers patrolling the prisoner compound, the
prisoners could not be sure who these patrols were. It is unlikely that anything more
than a minority of the prisoners would have been able to identify an American soldier
from his battle dress uniform, especially since American soldiers wore no
distinguishing insignia such as a unit badge or even an American flag. This question
of identity is compounded by the fact that in the few days before29 April, most of the
SS concentration camp guards had fled the camp, their places now taken by a garrison
made up of several different fighting units. In addition to the circa two hundred SS
guards remaining, the camp was defended by a company of Waffen-SS as well as
German and Hungarian soldiers who had been imprisoned for various reasons in the
SS compound's stockade but were released on the condition that they defend the
camp against the Americans. This resulted in a confusion of uniforms and insignia
consisting of the distinctive black uniforms of the SS, Waffen-SS camouflage,
uniforms of the regular German and Hungarian Armies, as well as variations and
47
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combinations of these. 49 The appearance of the American uniform was just one more
in a growing array of uniforms to be found on men carrying arms in the concentration
camp. Thus, it makes sense that the first spontaneous manifestations of joy, relief,
and gratitude occurred as the party from the Forty-Second Division actually opened
the main gate to the enclosure, the act most symbolic of ending SS control of the
camp.
Most of the soldiers involved recall that the experience of witnessing the
condition of the camp and its prisoners gave them a renewed sense of why they were
fighting, and many channeled the shock and outrage they felt into an intense hatred of
their German enemy. 50 The subsequent arrival of news correspondents from the
Allied nations transmitted that renewed sense of mission to the home front, as well.
After seeing for themselves the evidence of the atrocities committed at Dachau,
soldiers felt "a total sense of commitment" to defeating Germany. 51 Their anger was
not reserved for the German soldiers, though. There were instances when American
soldiers abused German civilians in the region, accusing them of allowing the horrors
of the camp to continue. 52
From the moment that the American liberators entered the camp at Dachau, an
astonishing array of difficulties confronted them, difficulties which would frustrate or
hamper their efforts to rehabilitate and eventually repatriate the 32,000 people for
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whom they would have to provide. The first obstacle hindering the American Army,
one which is ubiquitous in published recollections of all engaged in operations within
the camp, was the disturbing and surreal atmosphere of misery, disease, and death
that emanated from the prisoners' compound.
Nearly all of the American accounts a�teIJ1pt_J.ft describe the smell that
permeated the concentration camp, and nearly all of them confess that the words do
not exist that can give a hint of its sickening quality. The liberators were particularly
affected by the physical appearance of the prisoners themselves. Months or years in
Dachau or in other concentration camps had left these victims of the camp system
horribly emaciated through starvation and overwork. 14 ,54 6 prisoners had arrived in
transfers from other camps since 18 April, including over 6,600 on 27 April alone. 53
These transfers evacuated prisoners from those concentration camps nearer the two
fronts of the war.

As the Allied armies advanced into Germany, the SS

administration frantically moved the masses of prisoners away from the fronts,
sometimes by train, but frequently by the infamous "death marches."

The

evacuations, as well as the attempted destruction of the camps themselves (most
famously that of the Auschwitz-Birkenau gas chambers), represented a last desperate,
futile attempt to conceal what had happened there. In Dachau, the arrival of these
transports increased the camp population by roughly fifty percent to nearly 32 ,000. 54
Owing to the Nazis' well-known cruel treatment of prisoners in transit, these newly
arrived inmates were in particularly poor condition. In addition, a typhus epidemic
53
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had erupted in the camp during the past winter, and it, along with several other
diseases and infections, affected thousands. 55 Over 8,000 prisoners lay bedridden
either in the camp hospital or in the various barracks. 56 Often dirty, inadequately
clothed, suffering from disease and excruciatingly malnourished, the survivors
themselves added to the macabre aura that Dachau presented to its liberators.
Another crucial component of this disturbing atmosphere was the ever-present
and tangible evidence of death: the bodies of the dead. Because the coke necessary
for the crematoria to operate had been unavailable to the camp since early 1 945, the
camp had taken to burying its dead in nearby mass graves, but in the last days of
April the SS, fearful of the Allied approach, forbade burial details to leave the
camp. 57 The bodies of the dead therefore littered the camp grounds, often stacked in
gruesome piles. Inside, the death rate had reached 200 per day, further contributing
to this problem. 58
Furthermore, as the first liberators entered the prisoners' compound, they
discovered the existence, in a small clearing of woods just off of the northeast comer
of the prisoners ' compound, of Dachau's gas chamber, adjacent to the crematoria.
During the subsequent tours and inspections of the camp, prisoners gave the
Americans conflicting testimonies regarding the extent of the gas chamber's use.
Some claimed that gassings were quite common, an everyday occurrence. Others
spoke of only intermittent periods during which prisoners were executed in the
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chamber. Still others claimed that it had never been put into use at all. 59 Here again,
the functioning of memory becomes an important component of retelling the story of
Dachau. It is a common occurrence that concentration camp survivors, when they
have been incarcerated in a plurality of camps, mistake the conditions or practices of
one camp with another. This has to do in at least some part with the physiological
effects of starvation, as well as those of the typhoid fever that raged throughout the
camp system, which include some impairment in the functioning of memory. 60 It is
quite likely, therefore, that those who recalled the nearly continuous operation of the
Dachau gas chamber had confused them with the gas chambers of other camps. This
seems especially likely when one remembers that a great many of Dachau's
inhabitants had recently arrived by foot or by train from the death camps of the East.
Also, Barrack X, the building containing the gas chamber and crematoria, was
the site of executions of Russian prisoners of war. Although these prisoners were in
fact murdered behind the concealing tree line surrounding Barrack X, the cause of
death was a bullet to the back of the neck, not gas. The survivors knew that these
prisoners had been marched to the crematorium/gas chamber area and never returned,
and they likely assumed that the victims had been killed in the gas chamber.
The consensus among historians is that the gas chamber at Dachau was only
operated on a trial basis. 61 Today, in the Dachau Memorial Site, a sign in the gas
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chamber informs visitors in five languages that the room, "disguised as a 'shower
room'," was "never used as a gas chamber."62
Despite this fact, the very presence of the facility was an unnerving reminder
of the camp's deathly atmosphere to its liberators. 63 Inside and outside of this
building lay terrible heaps of emaciated bodies, sometimes stacked neatly, sometimes
piled haphazardly. Many of the liberating soldiers recall becoming physically ill
upon viewing these and other masses of corpses, including over 2,000 in a train
transport standing outside the camp, which very often broke emotionally those whom
they did not affect physically.
These American soldiers, whose initial reactions often included vomiting or

--
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breaking into tears, were not untried recruits. They were with rare exception battlehardened veterans for whom the sight of death was nothing new. Yet, in Dachau the
horrible evidence of the atrocities committed there created a "combination of
confusion and anger . . . [that] encouraged the unleashing of revenge on the remaining
SS as they were captured."64 On the day of liberation, the deceased prisoners would
be joined by the bodies of 550 German defenders. Only thirty of these were killed in
the actual American assault; the remainder had been executed later, either by
American soldiers (480) or the prisoners (40).65 Most of these were gunned down en
masse in an incident which most likely began as an escalation of nervousness, combat

alertness, and misunderstanding, which then converged into the spontaneous
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execution of nearly 350 prisoners of war about two hours after Americans had first
entered the camp.
What appears to have happened was that the liberators had herded these
prisoners into a walled courtyard adjacent to some hospital buildings in the SS
compound. The detail assigned to guard them consisted only of some dozen Gls
armed with one Browning automatic rifle and two tripod-mounted .30 caliber
machine guns. As American soldiers began a head count of the Germans, who had
been ordered to keep their hands above their heads, some Germans lowered their
hands and began moving about. At least one American soldier interpreted this motion
as a potential attack or escape attempt. He fired on the Germans and was quickly
joined by the machine gunners. When the shooting ended, most of the Germans were
dead, and three or four former concentration camp prisoners assisting the guard detail
delivered the coup de grace, with American-supplied pistols, to those who had
survived. 66 In early June 1945, a court-martial investigation (apparently instigated by
Gen. Linden) into the executions was halted by no less a personage than General
George S. Patton, who actual�:y burned the relevant evidence in the wastebasket of his
�
office. 67
As 29 April came to a close, elements of both the Forty-Fifth and Forty
Second Divisions established and maintained the security of the camp. On the next
morning, only a small guard detail remained while the bulk of the Seventh Army
raced for the Bavarian capital of Munich. 1 May 1945 saw the Parade of Nations
66
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cross the roll call square. In celebration of May Day and of their liberation, those
inmates who were able marched with their countrymen under the makeshift flags of
their homelands and listened to speeches of thanksgiving and fraternity delivered in
fifteen languages. 68 Sadly, though, the feelings of brotherhood manifest on that day
were not enough to bring to a halt the effects of the suffering caused by the previous
years of concentration camp life. While the inmates celebrated, the Americans
prepared for the monumental task of administering to their needs. XV Corps had by
now assumed official control of Dachau, placing Displaced Persons Team 1 1 5 in
charge of rehabilitating the former prisoners.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROBLEMS OF ADMINISTRATION

After the infantry units (minus a small guard detail) moved on to their original
destination of Munich, the task of caring for the 32 ,000 inmates in Dachau fell upon
US Army Displaced Persons Team 1 15, which arrived on April 30. A mere ten men
comprised the team: one commanding officer, one medical officer, three men
concerned with provision and supply, two with administration, a clerk, and two
drivers. The lone medical officer of the team, Lieutenant Marcus Smith, carried
medical supplies consisting only of "a personal bottle of aspirin and a tube of
penicillin eye ointment. "69 When the team entered the concentration camp at Dachau,
it had existed as an entity for a mere sixteen days, having been created by an order
dated 14 April 1945. Although its members had some brief on-the-job training
administering to Polish, French, Russian, and Italian displaced persons at Schwabach,
about thirty miles 'south of Niimberg, they could not be prepared for the logistical
nightmare awaiting them.
The men of DP Team 1 15 came from a variety of occupational and
educational backgrounds, but apart from that of commanding officer Lieutenant
Charles Rosenbloom, who had worked in New York with troubled youths before the
war, none of those backgrounds seemed to be even remotely useful or preparatory for
the task facing the team.

Lieutenant Smith emphasized the seemingly random

assignment of these particular men to this particular duty: ''No one has any special
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knowledge of or desire to work with refugees or displaced persons . . . and no
experience in organizing or caring for large numbers of people; none of us has been
in the executive or administrative section of the Army."70 The five days spent in
acquiring practical experience at Schwabach provided the team with its only real
training in the care of displaced persons and concentration camp survivors.
The ultimate aim of the DP Teams, as prescribed by G-5, the Army's civilian
affairs section, was the safe and timely repatriation of the thirteen million displaced
persons in Germany. A number of secondary aims served as means to this end. The
first of these was the collection of displaced persons into camps, an action that would
allow the Allied advance to continue unencumbered by masses of wandering DPs and
refugees searching for food and shelter in the war-tom countryside. When possible,
military authorities would construct large collection camps, but a liberated
concentration camp provided them with an existing facility and, perhaps, some
semblance of an infrastructure.
Displaced Persons Teams were also responsible for the care of displaced
persons and concentration camp survivors. This care included not only physical
rehabilitation through food and medical care, but also housing, recreation, religious
activities, and communication with the families of their charges. 7 1 As part of this
care, the authorities would involve the DPs in the operation of the camp as much as
possible. While increasing the manpower needed for the effective administration of
the camp, this policy would also be a means of rehabilitation for the inmates, who by
70
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participating would come to understand that they w�re "no longer working for the
Germans, but for themselves."72 Collection center or camp authorities would also be
required to keep records identifying and registering those in their care as well as of
the materials used in the running of the camp and distributed to its inmates.
"What do these people need?" Smith asks himself in his 1972 account,
Dachau: The Ha"owing ofHell. His answer: "Everything."73 The brief training that

he and his team received just prior to their arrival at Dachau seemingly had little
applicability to the colossal task before them. Not only the needs of the inmates, but
also their number overwhelmed the team. When the members of the team trained in
Schwabach, the displaced persons for whom they were responsible were closer in
number to 2000 than the 32 ,000 now facing them in Dachau. Once again, the team
would have to learn by doing.
Successful rehabilitation would necessitate a careful system of coordination
and administration on the part of the American liberators, and from its inception this
system faced an array of difficulties. Basic communication, so necessary to the
smooth functioning of an administrative bureaucracy, proved problematic since the
prisoners of Dachau were by no means a homogenous group.

At the time of

liberation, the camp's population represented no fewer than forty nationalities. 74
With this diversity came a host of cultural, national, and political ideals and beliefs,
as well as a variety of languages. Even the International Prisoners' Committee
struggled with the linguistic diversity of the camp's population. The Committee
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adopted three official languages (French, English, and Russian) and also grudgingly
used German as an international language when necessary. Some American soldiers
could speak and understand German, Polish, or Yiddish because of their European
ancestry, but when the mass of them moved on with the campaign in the first few
days following liberation, the number of Americans who could communicate easily
with the inmates dropped sharply. In its dealings with the 32,000 liberated prisoners,
the military administration, which grew with the arrivals of two Evacuation Hospital
units on 2 and 5 May, employed no more than seven interpreters, and of these, four
worked in stenography and the translation of written documents. 75 Hand gestures and
body language assumed an important role in comm�ication. 76
Also, to a certain extent, it was an ironic reality that the former prisoners
feared the American administration, as the SS had instilled in them a fear of camp
authority.

The wise (or, perhaps, the experienced) prisoner was suspicious of

authority, because he never lost a clear understanding of the malevolent role and
intentions of the SS staff. This understanding came not only from experiences with
those guards or staff who openly and freely abused the prisoners, but even from those
who appeared to harbor feelings of sympathy, pity, or even respect. Paul Berben
provides the example of an SS man who might, in an apparent moment of
''weakness," poignantly share a picture of his family with a prisoner, then beat the
same prisoner for not hurrying to the roll-call square. 77
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A prisoner could never trust any camp authority because the reality of the
situation was that "a fleeting sign of goodwill could �e followed, for no reason at all,
by savage brutality."78 Kay Foldvary, a nurse with the 1 1 6th Evacuation Hospital,
presents a heartrending illustration of the prisoners' inability to trust authorities: "[I]t
wasn't till we would go to straighten out their blankets [that] we saw they didn't take
the vitamins. They had gotten so suspicious of anybody doing anything for them,
because the Germans had used a lot of experimenting on them and given them
medication . . . that we found the vitamins underneath the blankets."79 This acquired
fear had become a condition vital to a prisoner's survival and remained one that was
exceedingly difficult to discard.
Knowing this, the Americans attempted to break this condition, sadly without
much success, by consciously exaggerating an air of relaxation. For instance, they
would recline in their chairs with feet on their desks, offer cigarettes, chew gum, and
speak in friendly and cordial tones. Lt. Smith noted of the inmates that ''they knock
timidly on the doors . . . edge fearfully inside, come to attention, . . . remain rigid even
after we tell them to relax [, and they] find it difficult to express their thoughts."80
Despite the attempts to soothe the former prisoners' apprehensions, "usually they are
unable to unbend."8 1

The remnant of the "psychology of the camps" hampered

effective communication between the Americans and the former prisoners by creating
an association of authority with apprehension.
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Another remnant of this psychology, one that demonstrates the terrible
psychological effects of the Nazi camp system, is revealed in the minutes of the 30
May 1945 meeting of the International Prisoners' Committee. The knowledge that
the Nazis had disguised gas chambers as shower rooms caused apprehension among
the inmates concerning the use of shower facilities. The Committee noted that their
comrades should be urged to use the showers, and the minutes of the next day's
meeting note that they had been persuaded to do so. 82
The first administrative task to be communicated to the inmates was the
necessity of a quarantine. XV Corps Headquarters rightly feared a preponderance of
disease among the liberated prisoners, with special concern for typhus. 83

One

difficulty in containing the typhus epidemic was the fact that typhus often has an
incubation period of roughly two weeks. Even those survivors who did not show
symptoms of the disease would have to be quarantined until the medical staff could
determine that they were not affected.
For this reason, the liberating soldiers had the duty, seemingly incongruous
with their very presence, to see that the camp gates remained securely locked and that
no prisoners left the enclosure. When the prisoners first realized that they had been
liberated and charged the main gate where the soldiers of the Forty-Second Division
stood, the Americans even found it necessary to fire shots over the inmates' heads to
establish order so that the gates could be locked again. 84 One can only imagine the
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confusion that this action stirred in the prisoners, still lost in the emotion of the
liberation. Sidney Glucksman, who had arrived in Dachau in 1944 , remembers:
"[W]e realized, all of us, that we were free! I ran toward a [g]ate. I just had to get
out! But American soldiers were standing in the way. They wouldn't let us leave. . ..
Slowly, all the other prisoners who were with me, walked back to the barracks. But I
refused to go. It isn't that I didn't believe those American soldiers - it was just that I
had to get out of there."85 Joel Sack remembers feeling disgust that the Americans

were protecting the German civilians of the surrounding area, whom he saw as
perpetrators by virtue of their apparent approval of the concentration camp. 86
Besides the prevalence of disease, which along with the malnourishment
rendered most of the prisoners unable to travel, a few additional factors necessitated a
strict quarantine of the camp. Most immediately, some of the Capos and SS guards
and officials who had avoided the initial arrests and executions had adopted the
prisoner uniform in an attempt to evade detection. The Americans also feared that
camp prisoners, if allowed to leave the camp freely, might plunder the surrounding
towns and harass the local population in retribution for the horrific acts of the SS. 87
Beyond the reasoning behind the quarantine, though, remained the simple reality that
the endgame of the European war had disrupted or destroyed transportation, making
mass repatriations difficult to say the least.
The Anny's official mandate that the food and materials to be used in all
displaced persons camps and former concentration camps would come not from
85
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Anny resources, but from German civilians, further complicated matters. The official
attitude toward the requisitioning of supplies for displaced persons (and, by
extension, concentration camp survivors) was that they "were brought here by the
Germans. Therefore it is the Germans' responsibility to provide for them."88 The
Americans had come to Europe to liberate those nations invaded earlier by Germany.
They came into Germany, though, as conquerors and occupiers themselves. As an
occupying force, the Americans demanded "immediate compliance with all o(ficial
orders and instructions," and they were prepared to enforce these demands on the
civilian population. However, that enforcement was not expected to be necessary.
All Biirgermeisters that Lt. Smith and Displaced Persons Team 1 1 5 encountered
pledged cooperation; they had seen the American Articles of Government, ''which
start with the ancient words, 'We come as conquerors."'89 Harry Snyder, from the
Forty-Fifth Division's Quartermaster's office, recalled an episode in which a
Biirgermeister refused to deliver the bread demanded of his town. After Snyder
threatened to have the newly freed prisoners come to the town to collect it, the town
delivered its bread without delay. 90
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CHAPTER IV
REHABILITATION AND REPATRIATION

The American administrators gave the responsibility of internal government
of the camp to the International Prisoners' Committee. This body represented the
national groups in Dachau, and in its first proclamation of 29 April 1945 it listed
fourteen men, mostly political or military prisoners, as members. After liberation, the
Committee continued to exist as an organ through which the Americans could
communicate rules and guidelines to the mass of inmates, who could in tum use the
Committee to make inquiries or state grievances.
Together, the American administrators and the Prisoners' Committee formed
the bureaucracy that governed the camp and oversaw the necessary improvements.
The internal organization of the camp retained much of the same basic structure as the
SS organization. The American commander became Camp Commandant, and the
IPC President became Lagerfii.hrer, both titles borrowed from the terminology of the
SS administration. Also retained were not only the positions of Lagerii.ltester (camp
elder) and Lagercapos, but in certain cases, usually when the inmate in question was
known to have treated prisoners decently, the actual personnel as well. 9 1
To relieve the overcrowding, it was necessary to build new barracks, clean
and disinfect the existing ones, and renovate buildings in the SS compound for use as
hospitals and housing. To do this, it was unavoidable that the Americans use inmate
labor. Although the working conditions were certainly mild when compared with
91
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those under the SS, the International Prisoners' Committee found that it had to resort
to coercion to assemble the requisite work details. Aside from reminding their fellow
inmates of the hygienic benefits of creating new barracks space, the Committee also
warned: "Those comrades reported for lack of order and discipline will be released
last from the camp."92 The Committee thus displayed what was effectively its most
useful instrument in motivating their fellows to cooperate with the American and
camp authorities: the possibility of delayed liberation, meaning a longer stay in the
former concentration camp.
Inmate labor was also necessary for the disposal of corpses in the camp.
Because its members were experienced in the mechanics of cremation, the same
Kommando undertook the task on behalf of the Americans. After increasing the
Kommando' s workday from four hours to ten, after four days and 710 cremations, the
American authorities decided that mass burials would be faster and more efficient.93
For this, the townspeople of Dachau assisted by providing horse carts to transport the
bodies to the nearby Leitenberg hill for burial.
Still, the apparent continuity between the years of SS rule and the new
American administration, as experienced by the burial and crematory detail, is
obvious. In fact, these inmates argued that conditions were actually slightly worse for
them. Always granted certain privileges by the SS due to the nature of their work, the
detail felt compelled to petition Lt. Smith, citing that their "position is worse than
then as to food, drinks and tobacco." The head of the detail noted that "it is a hard
92
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job to wrap daily from 60 to 1 00 corpses . . . and to do the whole work that cannot be
done by everybody," and he asked for an increased allotment of food, tobacco, and
alcohol, "not in order to be drunk, but to be even able to stand it out. "94 Whether this
particular request was actually met remains unclear. Smith notes only that, "[ w]e
surely did not want them to have poorer working conditions during our tenure than
under our predecessors', so we did what we could. "95
The quarantine also was an obvious seeming continuity with the camp's SS
past. Although the inmates were free of the SS, they were still not free to leave the
camp. 96

It was, however, possible to obtain an excursionary pass (only with

certification of typhus disinfection), generally for the purposes of visiting relatives or,
more commonly, for bringing supplies into the camp. These passes were typically
only issued to certain work details and not to the general camp population. Again it
was up to the Prisoners' Committee to explain to the inmates the necessity of the
American decision.

Numerous notices from the Committee urged patience and

cooperation with the quarantine, and the Americans went so far as to announce that
any inmate who left the camp confines without permission would be shot.97 This
threat did not prevent numerous escape attempts, however. In addition to those who
obtained an excursionary pass and then simply disappeared were those who took
more extreme measures to escape. More than one attempt was averted when guards
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discovered inmates hiding in the cargo beds of outbound trucks hauling human waste
and other filth. 98
It is to the credit of the American presence in Dachau that several escapees
actually returned soon after, citing the security of the camp and the scarcity of food
and goods outside of it. Of course, the returning escapees were not punished, and no
inmate was ever shot for leaving the camp without a pass. 99 As Army chaplain John
Gaskill recalled, much of the impatience with regard to the quarantine came from the
fact that the inmates who showed no symptoms of typhus "could not or would not
take into consideration the fact that there is such a thing as an incubation period of
from twelve to eighteen days." 100
Inmates also felt a certain animosity toward the Americans' lengthy
questionnaires, which were intended to serve as comprehensive identification
documents for all inmates. Introduced on May 3, these forms asked each inmate for
such information as name, birth date, nationality, religion, occupation, details of
arrest and sentencing, positions held during confinement, and intended destination
upon release. 1 0 1 This last question proved difficult to answer. Some Yugoslavs had
during the course of the war become Italian citizens because of changing national
borders.

This also applied to certain Greeks and Albanians, as well as Poles,

Lithuanians, Estonians, Latvians, and Ukrainians whose homes now belonged to the
Soviet Union. There were also those, such as Spaniards who had opposed Franco, the
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Yugoslavs who opposed Tito, and Polish Jews, who had no desire to return to their
former homes.1 02 Whatever the case, the Americans required each inmate to fill out
the questionnaire, without which one could neither leave the camp nor return to his
country of origin. Inmates directed complaints about this and other bureaucratic
impositions toward both the Americans and the IPC. Only days removed from the
bureaucracy of the SS and its emphasis on record-keeping, the former prisoners were
wary of the questionnaires. A typical criticism was that the liberation, after the
exhilaration of the Americans' arrival had died down, had amounted to little more
than 'just a change in uniform for the guards." 1 03
Further frustrations, and perhaps the most immediately understandable, arose
when the starving prisoners found that the Americans proposed only a slow and
gradual increase in their daily rations. Having subsisted on as little as 500 calories
per day in the last month of Nazi rule, the inmates naturally expected a vast increase
in food. The desperate yearning to end the pains of hunger dominated the thoughts of
the inmates. One Dachau survivor recalled that the prisoners "didn't even have a
wish of liberation. Their biggest wish was to have ... enough food." 1 04
However, the American authorities knew that the rehabilitation of a patient
suffering from severe malnourishment must be handled gradually; otherwise, heart
failure and death might occur due to the prolonged weakening of the cardiac
muscle.1 05

Severe starvation causes the effective shutting down of the digestive
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system, so that the sudden reappearance of food actually acts as a shock to the
system. 1 06 The unfortunate results of this condition appear with some frequency in
the literature of concentration camp survivors. 107
Most tormenting is the fact that so many camp survivors had gotten sick, and
some had actually died because of the generosity and good intentions of the American
Gis who gave them food, usually including chocolate bars, at liberation. 108 Liberators
who recall this terrible episode lament that they did not know at the time that the rich
foods that they gave to the starving prisoners out of charity were for the most part
incompatible with their fragile digestive systems. 109 However, at some point the
soldiers were ordered to stop this practice when its unanticipated harmful effects were
discovered. 1 1 0 This would allow the program devised and prescribed by Lt. Smith
and the Displaced Persons Team to gradually introduce more quantity and variety to
the inmates' diet.
Despite warnings from the administrators to eat only the carefully prescribed
diet, most inmates simply ate whatever they could procure. This was in keeping with
the established practices of concentration camp life, which for years had meant the
difference between life and death for prisoners, and which according to Primo Levi
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mandated: "eat your own bread, and if you can, that of your neighbour." 1 1 1 Even
three weeks after the liberation, the hospitals persistently reported cases of illness
related to overeating.

1 12

When the methodical and prescriptive approach of the

administration clashed with the adapted mindset of the prisoners, who survived the
camp by relying on instinct and self-preservation, instinct and self-preservation won.
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CHAPTER V
FINAL NOTES

Despite the long periods of waiting for release from the confines of the camp
and the seeming continuities with the SS administration, camp conditions did improve
gradually over the approximately six weeks of the American administration.
Increasingly, inmates moved into new barracks and hospital wards in the former SS
compound. On 15 May, the transfer of an eventual 1 0,000 former prisoners to
German military barracks outside of Munich began. On2 1 May, the daily death rate
had dropped to sixty-four, down from nearly two hundred per day at the time of
liberation, and by the end of the month it fell to below twenty. 1 13 When the IPC
announced on the same day that (apart from the hospitals) infectious diseases had
been eliminated, authorities allowed an early end to the quarantine. Furthermore, the
Americans began dismantling their bureaucracy in mid-May, eliminating the
questionnaires for all except Germans and Austrians, whose vital information would
be needed for review during the denazification process. All that would be required of
others for repatriation was the registration of one's name on a list. 1 14

This

represented a relaxation of the earlier order which had frustrated so many of the
former prisoners.
On 12 May, 450 Belgians left for home. Ten days later, almost all of the
nearly 6,000 French inmates had left. With the departure of most of the Russians,
numbering almost 14 ,000, the camp now housed about 1 0,000, less than one-third of
1 13
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its population at liberation, and by late June its only residents were less than 5,000
former prisoners who did not want to return to their (usually Eastern European and
Russian) homelands for political reasons. 1 1 5 Aaron Stolzman would not return to
Poland because "it was an alien country for me."

He remembers that "the Polish

government came into our camp and tried to persuade us to go back to Poland. They
came in with trucks . . . There was not one person, especially Jews. There was no
way. Nobody went up." 1 1 6
Polish Jews as a group tended to show little interest in returning to Poland.
Anticipating the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine, some renounced their
nationality, opting instead for the label "stateless" or "former Polish." 1 1 7 Because of
the fact that they now operated from a former concentration camp with approximately
2000 Jewish inmates, one wonders why not all American officials understood why a
Jew would not want to return to Poland or Russia. In some cases, the inmates felt
compelled to offer a quick lesson in European anti-Semitism and persecution. 1 1 8 The
Polish government-in-exile did understand, however, and it sent a liaison to aid in the
emigration of Poles into Westem European countries, while the Lublin government
provided for those who did want to return. 1 1 9
It is imperative that this fundamental fact be kept in mind: despite the friction
and miscommunication that the American administration of KZ Dachau sometimes
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caused, its intent from the beginning was to save the lives of its charges. The success
of its mission, even with the seemingly insurmountable difficulties the Americans
were forced to overcome, may best be judged by placing the post-liberation statistics
from Dachau alongside those from other former concentration camps liberated by the
Western Allies.

To take but one example, in the camp at Bergen-Belsen,

approximately 14,000 inmates, nearly one quarter part of the 60,000 liberated on 15
April 1945, died in the following two months of British administration. Two months
after the liberation of Dachau, however, just over 2,400 inmates (eight percent of the
32,000 liberated) had died in the camp. 1 20
The aim of this study has been to show that the story of the liberation of
Dachau did not end with the arrival of American troops. Neither did it conveniently
end with the May Day Parade of Nations, although either of these events would serve
to fulfill our apparent need for an identifiable "happy ending," especially to a tale so
full of tragedy and suffering. The story of the prisoners of the concentration camp at
Dachau continues well into July of 1945, and the final phase of this story, though
characterized by improvements in conditions, did not, and could not, represent a clean
break with the years of Nazi oppression. Inmates · remained in the camp. They
continued to suffer from disease, malnutrition, and the lingering effects of the
concentration camp system. They continued to cremate and bury the bodies of their
fellows. They continued to die. For those who did not succumb to the concentration
camp system, the tragedy of their experiences in it continued to affect them for years,
even decades, afterward.
1 20
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Still, the history of the actual grounds of the camp at Dachau does not end
even with the evacuation of all former prisoners by autumn 1945. Until 1948, the
American Army used the installation as a stockade for some 30,000 German soldiers
and Nazi officials accused of various crimes, as well as hosting the November 1945
"Dachau Trials" of personnel from Himmler's concentration camp network. When
the Americans transferred control of the camp to the Bavarian government, it became
a housing complex for about 2000 Germans who had been expelled from
Czechoslovakia under the terms of the Potsdam Agreement. Since 1964, the grounds
of the former concentration camp have evolved into the Memorial Site that stands
there today. 1 2 1 The story of Dachau continues.
This study illuminates what is probably the most neglected chapter of the
history of the liberation of Nazi concentration camps. Its greatest significance is the
recognition that post-liberation Dachau resembled, at least externally, pre-liberation
Dachau in quite striking ways. As late as 17 May, the Polish representative to the
IPC stated that conditions were still no better than they had been at the time of
liberation. 1 22
Further attention to this phenomenon will change the way we envision the
liberation of concentration camps, and an extension of this research would prove
quite interesting. One might compare the policies and practices of the American
administration at Dachau with those at Buchenwald or Mauthausen. These might
even be compared with the camps controlled by the British, most notably Bergen121
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Belsen, whose appalling post-liberation death statistics · have already been sketched
above.

Perhaps one might still contrast the liberations and administrations of the

Westem Allies against those of the Soviets, who seem to have paid more attention to
their pursuit of the Wehrmacht and the push to Berlin than to the survivors of the
death camps that they encountered. Such research could then present a fuller, more ·
accurate picture of the end of National Socialism and the human effects that lingered
long after its demise - the disease, the starvation, and the physical and psychological
damage inflicted on the prisoners - as well as of the experiences of concentration
camp survivors.
To be sure, the effects of the National Socialist government did not disappear
with the destruction of the regime.

The complications facing the American

administration at Dachau and the continued suffering of the camp's former prisoners
attest to this.

Considering the logistical nightmare created by the need to

accommodate, care for, and repatriate 32,000 people in the state in which the
Americans found the prisoners, it is hardly surprising that prisoners continued to die.
At times the American policies were unpopular with the inmates or not
understandable to them, and conditions improved only slowly at first, but the
American administration did the best job that it could reasonably be expected to do.
Some 2,400 former prisoners died while under the care of the United States Anny,
but whatever problems arose from the procedures and methods of the Americans,
their decisions and their actions undoubtedly saved the lives of countless more.
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